Abstract -This paper studies an iterative multiuser detection and decoding for nonbinary low density parity check (LDPC) coded multicarrier M-ary frequency shift keying (MC MFSK) multiple access system to increase system spectral efficiency under specific signal-to-noise ratio. At multiuser detection side, soft metric for each symbol is quantized to 2 levels (2L) or 3 levels (3L) and then pass to the decoder. When the soft output of a symbol from decoder exceeds a threshold, the user is declared as a reliable symbol. The reliable information is fed back to the detection side and updates the symbol soft output when iterative processing is carried out. Numerical results show that system spectral efficiency is improved for 3L system over Rayleigh fading.
Introduction
For wireless communication systems, the increase of the number of users in a system is a growing demand to meet user's requirements. However, when the number of users increases, the multiple access interference (MAI) dominates the system performance. Therefore, multiuser detection (MUD) is an effective way to improve the system performance. For the hopping system, one of the most commonly known is the fast frequency hopping spread spectrum system with M-ary frequency shift keying (MFSK) [1] , [2] . The system can mitigate multiple access interferences and fading effects. To increase system performance, several multiuser detection techniques have been proposed.A more detail review for these techniques can be found in [5] .
In [6] , [7] , a multicarrier MFSK system was introduced with the features of frequency diversity and near far resistance. An IIC interference cancellation has been proposed [8] . The system performance is analyzed over Rician channel in [9] . In this paper, we study the soft multiuser detection for MC-MFSK MA system using powerful channel coding.
Low density parity check (LDPC) codes are one of the capacity approach error correction codes. These codes were first introduced by Gallager [10] . It can be efficiently decoded by using sum product algorithm (SPA) [11] . Nonbinary LDPC codes are similar to binary ones. It has been shown nonbinary LDPC codes outperform binary codes over binary AWGN channel [11] . Moreover, when use QSPA-FFT algorithm, the decoding complexity will reduced tremendously [11] . This motivates the applications of nonbinary LDPC codes in communication systems [13] , [17] , [18] . Furthermore, it avoid the conversion loss from symbol to bit conversion during message passing from detector to decoder. In this paper, we focus on nonbinary LDPC codes as the coding and decoding technique. Based on its binary LDPC codes, the nonbinary LDPC codes are constructed just replace each 1 in binary parity check matrix with nonzero elements random chosen from the corresponding Galois field. The binary parity check matrix can be constructed by progress edge growth (PEG) algorithm [16] to have the largest girth of the code. Note that the match between the order of the nonbinary code and the order of modulation alphabets will avoid symbol to bit conversion loss and vice versa.
Since the system under considered is a noncoherent system, the demodulation process is not a linear process. Hence, unlike coherent multiple access system, most multiuser detection algorithm of frequency hopping system remove the whole interfered signal [6] . We test the reliability of each user's symbol from decoder output. We count the number of reliable users on the received signals and compute the soft outputs from this information. As the iteration of detection and decoding proceeds, there will have more and more reliable detected users, and the system performance improved.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes the system model. In Section 3, the multiuser soft output computation and an iterative detection and decoding algorithm are presented. In Section 4, simulation results are provided to show the system performances. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
System Model
The system block diagram for user k we consider is shown in Fig. 1 . Assume that the number of orthogonal tones is M, and the number of bits per symbol is b=log 2 (M). For each user, b binary data bits are group in b-bit buffer, and mapped to an elements in q order Galois Field GF(q=2 b ). After encoded with a nonbinary LDPC code, the coded symbols are hopped with user's address to generate parallel transmit patterns. The parallel transmit patterns are then passed to an MFSK modulator to generate multiple orthogonal carriers. Let L be the length of hopping address code. The address is an L-tuple unique pseudo random address 
At the receiver, after multicarrier demodulation, signals are normalized with the average received energy. Without loss of generality, we assume user 1 as the desired user and we omit the user index in the following context. Assume there are U total users and the system is a synchronous system. Then, the equivalent baseband complex signal on nth tone given the desired symbol is m is given as 1 0 , 
A. PDFs for Demodulated Signal over Rayleigh Fading
Channel In order to calculate soft metrics, it is necessary to know the probability density function of the received signal. Since the envelope detectors are used, the outputs of detectors, denoted as 
The term,
, is the probability of position n of Z that is occupied by k out of U-1 interferers and is given by
where =L/M is the independent, identical probability that each user occupy a tone.
Each element of buffer Then, the PDF can be modified as
And, the CDF is given by
B. Hard-Limit Process
To simplify the MUD process, the received signals are hard-limited to 2 levels (2L) with a proper threshold 0 (6) Furthermore, the signal zn can also be hard-limited as threelevels (3L) as follows:
In this case, the second threshold 1  is determined by the intersection point of the PDF of exact one user and the PDF of at least two users.
Soft Metrics of Multiuser Detection

A. A posteriori probability Symbol Soft Output
Assume that each element n ẑ on Ẑ are independent, the transition probability of the received hard-limited buffer Ẑ condition on transmitted symbol m and  n reliable users 
The apriori probability ) (m P in equation (9) is set to M / 1 by the assumption that all symbols are transmitted equal likely. In addition,  is set to zero at the first time of the demodulation since there are no reliable information.
For the 2L case, the probability of
And, for the 3L case, the probability of
As an example, Fig. 2 represents a hard-limited signals of buffer Ẑ with M =8. For each element of Ẑ , the blank space represents hard-limited level '0' while '1' represent there are exactly one user and '2' represents at least two users in that position for 3L system. Filled-pattern squares represent how many reliable users on that position. Assume the transmitted symbol m=0, then
. Hence, the transition probability is given as 
B. The proposed algorithm
We pass the soft output from the multiuser detector to the channel decoding symbol-wise. We use QSPA-FFT algorithm for the decoding. If the reliability of a symbol exceeds a threshold, then this symbol is declared reliable, otherwise the symbol is unreliable.
Only unreliable symbols require further multiuser detection. We summarize the proposed iterative process as follows:
Step 1: Set those symbols whose soft outputs from channel decoder exceed a specified threshold as the reliable symbols.
Step 2: For those reliable symbols, regenerate the transmitted pattern by their own address code.
Step 3: Count the number of reliable users
Step 4: Compute the soft outputs from Ẑ , then pass the soft outputs to the LDPC decoder.
Numeric Results
When nonbinary channel coding is employed in M-ary communication system, the order of the Galois field of channel coding is chosen as the same as the size of the modulation alphabets. We choose the non-binary LDPC code over GF(128), GF(256) and GF(512) for 128-FSK, 256-FSK and 512-FSK MC systems, respectively. We use (168,84) systematic regular non-binary LDPC code with symbol-node degree distribution x [15] . The structure for the code is constructed by PEG algorithm. At the receiver, the detection threshold  0 for Rayleigh fading channels is set to Since we need reliable users to carry multiuser detection, at the LDPC decoder, the maximum number of iterations in SPA algorithm is set to 15 for 128-FSk and 5 for 256-FSK and 512-FSK, respectively. The maximum number of iteration between multiuser detection and channel decoder is set to 2.
The frequency diversity order L is another parameter which affects the system performance. Lower diversity L will decrease the benefit of diversity gain, but higher diversity L will increase multiple access interference. The value of L is chosen from simulation. From the simulated SER of soft decision of the system, we can search the best L. In all the simulation cases, we set L to 4. , the users for 2L system is from 28 to 32 and from 28 to 33 for 3L system. The spectral efficiency is =0.50 and =0.52, respectively. , the users for 2L system is 57 and 63 for 3L system. The spectral efficiency is =0.50 and =0.55, respectively.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have showed an iterative multiuser detection and decoding and showed that the application of nonbinary LDPC codes to MC MFSK multiple access systems have total users gains. When the soft metric at multiuser detection side is quantized to 3 levels can increase system performance than that of 2 levels system. We can see that nonbinary LDPC codes combined with symbol-wise receiver are very attractive for the systems considered.
